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About UX Strategized: Shape innovation strategy via user insight
Philosophy and specialties
1. Decision-focused user research
Focused on informing and shaping decisions via customer/user insight

Background
Frank Guo, Ph.D., is a respected customer/user research
consultant based in San Francisco bay area, providing research
services through his consultancy, UX Strategized, to leading

2. Strategic impact, via lean research

tech companies since 2011.

Use iterative and fast-paced research process that works well with
agile development and tight timeline to inform strategic as well as

Leveraging extensive experience, award-winning insight, and

tactical decisions

unique approaches, Frank has helped many top companies
create products with compelling user experience and market

3. Concept research to shape innovation

success:

Leverage concept exploration as a cornerstone approach to
fundamentally shape product innovation

4. Full-cycle research to continuously inform decisions
Conduct research in supporting each stage of product cycle, from
foundational user insight research to launch-and-learn customer
feedback gathering, to continuously inform product decisions
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Three Types of Innovation
Create

Pivot

Create a new product from

Rethink product direction for an

Improve an existing product

scratch

existing product (business

(features, design, …)

Evolve

model, target users, …)

fundamental innovation

incremental innovation

Despite differences, all three share a common underlying innovation process
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Decision space

Data space

User problem statements

Relevant data

Foundational user research

• What are the user problems

• Industry/product knowledge

• Establish baseline

• Who face the problems

lead to

• Why do they have the problems

• Metrics

fill gap

• User/market research

understanding of target users
and their problems

• …

lead to

Key to success: Inform decisions with data

Product concept
• How it solves the problems

Concept user research
explore, evaluate, and evolve

• Explore/evaluate the conceptual

• Product features/functionality

solution with real users to get

• Target users

feedback in evolving the

• User benefits

concept.

• User flows

Implement: design, code, market, launch, …

test and refine

Usability study, A/B testing, …
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Checklist: Have You Taken the Right Steps?
Where you are now

Things you should’ve done

If you are doing implementation work

Have you done concept testing to ensure

(design, coding, …)

the product direction meets user needs?

If you came up with a concept

What are the user problems to be solved?

If you already came up with user problem

What is the evidence for the problem

statements

statements, and how strong is the evidence?
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Innovation Worksheet

User Problem Statements and Relevant Data
User Problem

Who

Why

Relevant Data

Data Gap

Describe user problem 1

Who face the problem

Why do they have the problem

Existing data (e.g., metrics, user/market
research, intuition) that leads you to
believe this problem indeed exists

Additional data and knowledge that
you’d like to gather to support or
refine your problem statement

Describe additional user problem

Describe additional user problem
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Product Concept
• How it solves the problems: [insert: how this product is expected to solve the problem statements.]
• Product features/functionality: [insert: what the product features are and how they work.]
• Target users: [insert who the target users are]
• User benefits: [insert what benefits the product brings to users.]
• User flows: [insert end-to-end process of how users use this product.]

Fill the text field above, and create a visual representation of the concept to articulate how users are expected to use the
product (such as a storyboard, flow chart, presentation, or wireframe UI)
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Next step
• [e.g., pull metrics, refine problem statements, create a product concept, conduct concept user research, etc.; please reference to the following
innovation process in doing so]
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Appendix: UX Strategized FullCycle Product Innovation
Research

Full-Cycle Product Innovation Process and User Research

Discover
Uncover product opportunities by
understanding user needs

Foundational competitive
UX research
• Gather comprehensive

Prioritize

Concept

Implement

Determine which opportunities to
pursue based on user input

Develop and validate product
concept based on user needs

Build and launch product based
on the concept

Prioritization survey

Concept research

Rolling study

• Validate and prioritize proposed

• Evaluate and evolve early-

• Iteratively and rapidly evaluate

product and UX improvements,

stage concepts before starting

and improve product throughout

understanding of user profiles,

informed by the Discover stage,

the design and development to

the full design and development

motivations, behaviors, and

through large sample size user

ensure the project is on the

cycle

experiences

feedback

right track in supporting user

• Map end-to-end customer journey
• Research competitor UX

needs

• Note: If expect to significantly
change the product, re-visit
Concept stage or beyond.
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Visit our website for more customer insight
www.uxstrategized.com

Contact Frank to learn more: frank.guo@uxstrategized.com
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